ROOM HARMONIZATION
FOR ALL LIVING- AND
WORKING AREAS

HARMONIZES WATER
VEINS AND ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

ALCHEWAT HARMONIC
Neutralization and harmonization of interferences
Our technology is simple but very effective. The Alchewat Harmonic is
activated in our company via a certain frequency and offers the following
advantages:
Neutralization, shielding and equilibration
•

Natural frequencies

•

Water veins, Hartmann knots and geopathies

•

Natural and artificial electromagnetic fields

•

Electrosmog from electrical and high-voltage lines

•

Transformers and capacitors

•

Electromagnetic waves, cell phone frequencies, WIFI, Bluetooth, etc.

IMPROVES THE BALANCE
IN YOUR HOME

ENERGY BALANCING

HARMONIOUS BALANCE IN
ELECTROTECHNIC
ENVIRONMENT, WITH
EARTH RAYS AND WATER
VEINS

IT CAN HELP YOU MAKE
YOUR HOME MORE
HARMONIZED

Since we humans are “living antennas”, we are particularly sensitive to all of
this. Hence, it is important to neutralize them.

ALCHEWAT
HARMONIC
3 months refund policy
10 year guarantee
ALCHEWAT
Made in South Tyrol - EU
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FORMALDEHYDE-FREE

THIS PRODUCT IS MADE
WITH THE BEST QUALITY
MATERIALS

FLAME RESISTANT
(B-S1, D0)

LONG-LASTING EFFECT

ALCHEWAT HARMONIC

NATURAL MATERIALS

Neutralization and harmonization of interferences
The device works without electricity, without chemicals, is easy to
assemble and does not require any maintenance. Each Alchewat Harmonic
is unique, a particularly harmonious decorative element that fits perfectly
into any room.
We would like to point out that water veins, fixed line, Curry or Benker grids
etc. cannot be removed, but the interference fields emanating from them
are neutralized and balanced.
Positive perceptions are subjective and change from person to person.
They range from headache relief to improved sleep, deeper and more
uninterrupted, resulting in more relaxation and a more vital day and an
associated improvement in one's own wellbeing.
Alchewat Harmonic should be positioned as "centrally" as possible in the
area to be harmonized so that its effective area of around 20 meters can
reach all rooms. We recommend that you follow your instincts and
experiment and test at several points in the building to be harmonized.
Legal information: We would like to point out that there is currently no
scientific recognition of the functionality of Alchewat Harmonic by
traditional western science. The evaluation of the effectiveness takes place
exclusively on the basis of personal sensory experiences, which are made
through the references of our customers. In addition, we offer Alchewat
Harmonic as a device for the general wellbeing of the person rather than a
remedy. The use of Alchewat Harmonic must not interrupt the medical
treatment prescribed by a doctor.

WALL MOUNTING

SHIELDS FROM
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

IRRITATION REDUCTION
THROUGH ALCHEWAT
HARMONIC

ALCHEWAT
HARMONIC
Dimensions: 880 mm Ø x 13 mm
Organic colors
Weight: 4 kg
10 year guarantee on
Material and workmanship
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TECHNICAL DATA
Modell
application
range
diameter
colours
materials and components
weight
guarantee
refund Policy

ALCHEWAT Harmonic
houses, apartments, offices, shops, hotels, etc.
20 m
880 mm
organic dyes
(CuAg0,10P), UNS C10700, EN CW016A,
natural wood fiber board, natural glue
4 kg
10 years
3 months

ALCHEWAT HARMONIC
Old “technologies” found again?
In the sea of information in which we are immersed today, there is extraordinary news that unfortunately fades into
the background. In 1911 my grandfather started collecting documents, patents, books and documentation on
technologies for harmonizing the environment, humans and animals. My father started applying these theories and
technologies in agriculture with positive results. In 1984 the third generation of our family began to follow this path
and to test the "family technologies" and to develop them further. The various Alchewat systems have been
manufactured in Bolzano in South Tyrol since 2010. Our technology is based on the studies, theories and techniques
of the great geniuses of history:

Ing. Bernard B. Kazhinski (1890-1962)
MD. Alexander G. Gurwitsch (1874-1954)
Ing. Georges Lakhovsky (186 – 1942)
Ing. Nikola Tesla (1856-1943)
Royal R. Rife (1888-1971)
MD. Dmitrij I. Mendelejew (1834-1907)
D. C. Wladimir I. Wernadski (1863-1945)
MD. Vladimir M. Bekhterev 1857-1927)

Your contact person:

Standard version brown - available in other colors on request:
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